
THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN

The idea of Pakistan, which had received declared Pakistan an Islamic Republic and Islam as the state.

Usmani asked Pakistanis to remember Jinnah's message of "Unity, Faith and Discipline" and work to fulfil his
dream: to create a solid bloc of all Muslim states from Karachi to Ankara , from Pakistan to Morocco. Capital
City: Islamabad pop. In , the economically active population was estimated at  Int Demogr. Chief of state is
the president, head of government is the prime minister. The Objectives Resolution declared that sovereignty
over the entire universe belongs to Allah Almighty. You may need rendering support to display the Urdu text
in this article correctly. At the death of the patriarch, each son establishes a separate household. Some of the
earliest ancient human civilisations in South Asia originated from areas encompassing present-day Pakistan.
People: Nationality: Noun and adjective--Pakistan i. In contrast to the Indian National Congress 's anti-British
efforts, the Muslim League was a pro-British movement whose political program inherited the British values
that would shape Pakistan's future civil society. Little hard data are available about Pakistan's labor force. By ,
the population had tripled to nearly 93 million, making Pakistan the world's 9th most populous country,
although in area it ranked 34th. He was followed by Sir Feroz Noon , who proved to be an incapable prime
minister. The cabinet is appointed by the president upon the advice of the prime minister. Although created as
a sanctuary for followers of Islam, Pakistan suffers from periodic disputes between the members of Islam's
various sects. With dominion status in the Commonwealth of Nations, independent Pakistan had two British
monarchs before it became a republic. Climate: Mostly hot, dry desert; temperate in northwest; arctic in north.
The Islamic Republic of Pakistan: country profile. PIP: This discussion of Pakistan covers the following:
regions and cities; the dominant Islamic sect; ethnicity and language; population growth; housing; households
and families; the labor force; and information sources. Terrain: Flat Indus plain in east; mountains in north and
northwest; Balochistan plateau in west. Unemployment rose from an estimated 3. The situation was controlled
by Nazimuddin who issued a waiver granting the Bengali language equal status, a right codified in the
constitution. During a massive political rally in , Prime Minister Ali Khan was assassinated , and Nazimuddin
became the second prime minister. Women, although protected by law, often are deprived of their legal rights
where marriage is concerned. Agriculture products: Cotton, wheat, rice, sugarcane, fruits, vegetables; milk,
beef, mutton, eggs. Exports - commodities: textiles garments, bed linen, cotton cloth, yarn , rice, leather
goods, sporting goods, chemicals, manufactures, carpets and rugs Exports - partners: USA  After gaining
Independence, Pakistan vigorously pursued bilateral relations with other Muslim countries [63] and made a
wholehearted bid for leadership of the Muslim world , or at least for leadership in achieving its unity.
Pakistan's sixth 5-year plan recognizes the need for an additional 1. Pakistan's efforts for the independence
movements of Indonesia , Algeria , Tunisia , Morocco and Eritrea were significant and initially led to close
ties between these countries and Pakistan. Thus, the election was effectively a plebiscite in which the Indian
Muslims were to vote on the creation of Pakistan, a plebiscite won by the Muslim League. The eastern
contingent's economy was rapidly centralised by Suhrawardy's government. Note: External links will open in a
new browser window. The ideal Pakistani household is an extended family consisting of a married couple,
their sons, and their sons' wives and children. In Pakistan was ruled under martial law. Chundrigar in  Indian
Muslims from the United Provinces , Bombay Province , Central Provinces and other areas of India continued
migrating to Pakistan throughout the and s and settled mainly in urban Sindh , particularly in the new country's
first capital, Karachi. On December 30, , martial law was lifted, and a modified version of the constitution was
adopted, restoring fundamental rights of Pakistanis and powers of the judiciary. The Objectives Resolution,
which Liaquat Ali Khan called the second most important step in Pakistan's history, declared that "sovereignty
over the entire universe belongs to God Almighty alone and the authority which He has delegated to the State
of Pakistan through its people for being exercised within the limits prescribed by Him is a sacred trust".
Official Sites of Pakistan.


